RightFind® Insight


Companies are looking to turn information into knowledge to accelerate the pace of innovation. But, with an average 8,000 scientific articles published every day, finding relevant, trusted information to stay on top of the latest research and connect information to discover new relationships isn’t easy.

RightFind Insight, powered by the SciBite® platform, brings semantic enrichment to the search and reading experience to turn information into knowledge and accelerate new discoveries.
**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

RightFind Insight is powered by the SciBite platform, including hand-curated vocabularies/ontologies and the ultra-fast named entity recognition extraction engine TERMite®. With a simple and intuitive interface, this rich and easy to use search experience brings scientific concepts to the forefront of literature by semantically enriching 120 million citations and 15 million full-text articles in the RightFind catalog and the content in your personal and shared libraries.

- **Semantic search** – Get relevant documents with a comprehensive search that incorporates more than 40 of SciBite’s manually curated biomedical and agrochemical vocabularies with more than 20 million synonyms specifically tuned for NER (Named Entity Recognition).
- **Full-text keyword preview** – View keywords in context to quickly determine if a full-text document is relevant to your work before you order it.
- **Synonym type ahead** – Control your search by filtering out the noise and get to the right content.
- **Semantic visualization** – Find content fast by refining your search with dynamic data visualizations.
- **Instant document enrichment** – View highlighted terms from more than 40 of SciBite’s biomedical and agrochemical vocabularies with more than 20 million synonyms to quickly navigate to relevant sections of the full text article.
- **Semantically enriched search results** – Run literature searches for colleagues and share the results via an Excel, PDF, or HTML file to deliver relevant content, or share curated citations from literature searches in a shared library or search alert with colleagues who have similar interests.

---

**SciBite**

SciBite is an award-winning semantic software company offering an ontology-led approach to transforming unstructured content into machine readable clean data. Supporting the top 20 pharma with use cases across life sciences, from genetics to pharmaceutical production, from clinical through to business. SciBite empowers customers with a suite of fast, flexible, deployable API technologies, making it a critical component in scientific data-led strategies. Headquartered in the UK, SciBite supports its global customer base through additional sites in the US and Japan.

---

**LEARN MORE**

Request a RightFind Insight demo.

For U.S. inquiries:
- **Email:** solutions@copyright.com
- **Phone:** +1.978.750.8400 (option 3)

For inquiries outside the U.S.:
- **Email:** solutions@copyright.com
- **Phone:** +31-20-312-0437